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It seems that downloading music goes into the useless, but it's something that still transfers a huge amount of data on the web every day. To do this, people use tools that can download music from streaming services such as YouTube and SoundCloud, but also wager on specialized traditional apps. P2P networks, that is, that connect thousands of users and
allow sharing of files between them, are still in full swing and offer interesting output for those looking for mp3 file. If you're following a good program capable of downloading music to your computer, here's a list with five respect options. 1. Soulseek a veteran of the P2P world, Soulseek has an unconventional structure, so to speak, and may at first glance
scare off its confusing interface, but it goes. Gradually, new users see that it is not difficult to adapt to the app tabs, and a large number of users makes this a very interesting alternative to finding music. Soulseek brings together the consumer community in discussion groups (Photo: Reproduction/André Magalhães) In addition to transcending the issue of
sharing, Soulseek has public and private conversations for you to exchange ideas with others. There is also the ability to scour all files shared by the user to make new downloads and you can filter the results to see files with better audio quality. Most of the classic title list, eMule has gone through ups and downs, but it still emerges as one of the best options
when it comes to downloading songs (this and more, of course). There is also a list of public conversations, as well as the possibility to chat with other users. The revised version of the classic eMule (Photo: Recovery/Canaltech) Most unsuspecting even should not even know, but at this point eMule also works as a torrent download manager. This means
that its features have been expanded, in addition to the updated interface, easy to understand and translate into Portuguese. 3. MP3Jam MP3Jam stands out by searching for songs from several different sources at the same time, such as YouTube and torrent services. In addition, your research always strives to make files of the highest quality by bringing
together a large library with a better sound level. The software is still accompanied by a player with a beautiful interface. MP3Jam has a simple interface and can distinguish songs on different topics (Photo: playback / André Magalhães) However the free version of the application has some limitations. The user can download no more than five songs every 25
minutes and cannot download all albums. 4. FrostWire Search, download and play, this is frostwire premise. It is one of the programs that spent some time focused only on connecting listeners who wanted to share files, evolved and offered much more than that. It has desktop versions and a mobile version of Android, offering a modern interface. Frostwire
comes with a built-in player and has a mobile version (Photo: Reproduction / André Magalhães) And the application is direct contact with musicians who share their music for free, that is, here you will also find many legal files that must be transferred to your computer. There are several features in one place, very intuitively. 5. Ares Ares is also known to
people who have been orphaned in KaZaa at the end of the last decade. The app, which has emerged as a fundamentally identical alternative to a competitor, has had its features increased and can now connect with people who share files and more. Ares also provides the ability to listen to radio done by the community (Photo: Reproduction / André
Magalhães) Among its new features are downloading torrent support and also chats so you can chat with other users while files are transmitted. For music lovers, the software also has a radio created by community users themselves, distinguishing between the most diverse styles. Do you know of any good music download programs that have been left out
of this list? Don't keep the information just for yourself: Share your advice with everyone by writing it in the comments below. Did you like that story? Subscribe to Canaltech's daily updates with the latest news from the tech world. We talked here on the site about some of the best apps to download free music for iPhone and Android, but it's also good to
mention that there are some sites out there that do the same service. And if you are looking for the best sites for free music on pc or Mac, this is the right article! After all, it's not just smartphones and tablets that we listen to music, are we? With these sites, you can download free music on your PC or Mac so you can save them wherever you want. Check out
our list of the 25 best websites to download free music to your computer!1. YouTube by ClickThe second largest internet search engine in the world allows you to find millions of songs and alternative versions. That is, you can download any type of music version to listen continuously for life. This means that YouTube by Click will give you access to this
gigantic collection. Through the program, you can put on your computer any sound you will find on the video platform. It is you who do not need to download the visual part of the video. The program allows you to extract only audio, Mp3. To learn how you can use YouTube by clicking to enlarge the music collection, click the link now!2.
SoundCloudSoundCloud is a very well-known free site and brings a huge library of songs that you can listen to streaming or download if you want. In addition to popular artists and groups who share their songs there, you can also discover new songs from more unknown users. The site is very easy to use and usually the songs already have a very bright
download button. The site may be available in the link, but if you want, SoundCloud can also be found as a mobile app, giving even more options for where to download music. Even considered to be one of the best music apps for Android and iPhone, it's worth checking out.3. JamendoJamendo is a great site for those who love indies songs or covers for
more famous songs. It brings a huge collection of songs (over 400,000!) that can be heard online or downloaded for free! The site is available in several languages and can be accessed via link. The service can also be found on iPhone and Android stores like app.4. Amazon MP3You really already know the giant online store Amazon, but not everyone
knows that they also sell music. A few songs are possible through the site, but Amazon also offers lots of songs for free! Of course, the volume of free songs is less than payable, but you can still find thousands of them. You can check out some free options via link!5. PureVolumeAs as well as NoiseTrade, PureVolume also helps make musicians from all over
the world able to share their music. You can listen, download and even vote for the ones you like most that they are in the community. This obviously helps artists on the site and encourages them to write more songs. You can access PureVolume via link!6. NoiseTradeNoiseTrade is like a social network for musicians who want to share their songs and
projects with people around the world. You can find and download free music any time you want on the site, but you also have the opportunity to tip the musician if you like your work and want to support it. The NoiseTrade initiative is very cool and you can access it towards.7. 8Tracks8Tracks is a popular site for those who like to broadcast radios. It has a
large collection of playlists created by other users that you can listen to at any time. You can also browse and search for artist-based playlists, music genre, and number of songs. You can start using the site via the link. Read also: 10 programs to set up songs you don't know iPad, Android or Web.8. Free Music ArchiveThe Free Music Archive is a little
different from the sites we mentioned above because it allows musicians, brands and radio stations to collect amazing playlists for users to listen to. The best part is that you don't even need to do some registration on the site to download free songs on it! You can also contribute to your site by creating your own playlist. You can access the free music archive
through link.9. The online archiveSexpress the web archive is basically what its name promises: a huge archive of the Internet. It's not just the thousands of music you offer for free, as things like software, images, videos and books can be found. In addition to traditional songs, you'll also see audio books, podcasts, and even live music in the audio section. To
access this large file, just open the link.10. SoundClick SoundClick may not have the largest file library sites we mention here, but the more options to download free songs, the better! It has several established artists who either sell their songs at a reasonable price or allow you to simply download them for free yourself. The cool thing is that you can even buy
the rights to the song if you want, but almost all of them can be found for free. Go to SoundClick with link!11. Last.fm You've probably heard or even used Last.fm because it's one of the best known music sites on the internet and is also one of Spotify's best alternatives. It basically acts as a kind of radio service that brings amazing music, as in case you were
actually listening to a radio station. But you can also download free mp3 songs if you want! The only problem is that not all songs offer this option, but at least it is not necessary to register to download songs that are available. You can check this virtual radio via link!12. Vimeo Vimeo is best known for a video posted by them, especially short films, but it also
has a music archive. Many songs are paid, but you can find some for free. The annoying thing is that it is necessary to register and be logged in when you download these songs. You can access the link in Vimeo!13. MP3.comYou can not even imagine, but MP3.com is one of the oldest music sites on the internet! However, it does not have a library of songs
as overwhelming as the sites mentioned in this list. But you can always find amazing songs out there, even more so that young artists end up sharing their work on the site for those who want to listen. You can find the site through link.14. YouTubeYou are Turn YouTube videos into audio files using external websites and apps, but you can find a few free
songs with a download link in your video definitions. If you're looking for something like this, just enter Creative Commons in search. This is especially useful for those who would like to create their own videos but can not afford copyright to play background music. Go to YouTube via link! If you're having trouble downloading music from YouTube, just check
out a detailed guide on how to do it.15. Indie ShuffleThe Indie Shuffle ends up being a great site for you to meet more independent musicians. Even so you can download free music there without any problems. There are many different genres of music that you can choose and explore, making it perfect for those who are more eclectic. Click the link to check
the site.16. BandcampJust like the previous site, Bandcamp is a good site to meet independent artists. In general, musicians themselves put their records and songs on the site, which is a very interesting touch. The cool thing is that every artist has a personalized section of the site, making the experience more enjoyable. Like others, you can also get song
suggestions based on your interests. Click on the link to check site.17. AllMusicAllMusic is another very interesting site that has an excellent music library. There are many recent entries, and the site contains detailed information about them and their artists. There is also an analysis of these drives that can help you know what it's worth listening or not. Like
some other sites, it offers music offerings based on your personal taste. Click here to find out.18. MusicpleerThe Musicpleer is a very large and popular site to be downloading free songs at this time. It can be used directly in your browser or mobile devices. Basically, you can search for the songs you want and it shows the main results from various sources.
Click the link to check the site.19. Krafta MúsicasKrafta Músicas is the easiest site on our list by function. This allows you to search for the song title or choose different music genres to find your favorite song or artist. With this to do so, just download the music to your computer and enjoy any audio player. You can learn more about the site through link.20.
Hits and BeatsO Hits and Beats is an interesting site that looks more like a music blog. It lets you check permissions, new artists, discover or create playlists, download songs, or listen to songs streamed. The platform is very detailed and has a beautiful and very simple interface use, in addition, are all in Portuguese. You can check more through link.21.
IncompetechIncompetech is also a great and huge music library. However, they pay more attention to instrumental works, that is, songs without vocals, designed for recreation or even use as a setting, videos, etc. You can even include your own songs, such as tracks created using music keyboard programs. On the page you can search for categories such
as: adventure songs, horror, western, romantic, cinematography, among others. Go to the link and view it!22. ReverbNationA ReverbNation is another great music platform where several independent artists make their tracks and albums available. You can sign up for the page as an artist or as a fan and from there you will have access to the ability to insert
your own songs or download tracks from other artists. And, of course, all this can be done for free, be sure to check by visiting ReverbNation page.23. CCTraxTo complete your list, we have CCTrax, a page more focused on electronic music style, club, techno, house, downtempo and ambient music. It is also a great opportunity to put on your video
background or even WhatsApp statuses or Instagram Stories.A cool advantage of CCTrax is that you can download all albums for free without even opening any registration page. Access the link and check it out! Find also AppTuts: Do you like sites to download free music for PC or Mac? Have you been able to take advantage of our tips to find good
websites to download free music to your PC or Mac? Don't forget to leave your comment telling us what you think! Be sure to take the opportunity to improve audio quality with bluetooth speaker, check out our list with the best! Best!
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